Abstract

The use of integrating technology with learning has been a pivot that transformed the role of instructors and students; and makes it both technology-driven and learner-centric control-mediated. It has been a research-based issue in connecting technology and learning theories for effective learning performance. Learning should be a platform where students are actively engaged in a process to construct a realistic and meaningful knowledge suitable to solve an impressing and confronting societal problems for sustainable development. The approach to learning has been in diverse ways from the fundamental principles of learning theories and strategies. The emphasis of learning is in making it a platform where students can be attracted to it to study effectively, for easy retention and recall and able to apply the knowledge acquisition to futuristic similar real-world problems. Many researchers have worked along with this school of thought; all is to enhance study performance of students. Hence, the research paper develops a framework of e-learning system that engages students in active cognitive tasks to enhance their learning performance.
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